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COHORT ANALYSIS

Understanding long-term drivers of change
At Trajectory we treat generational analysis with a pinch of scepticism. Generational analysis is a useful way to segment consumers, but often the
‘findings’ distort the complexity of how generations have been shaped into clarity; Baby Boomers are collaborative workaholics, Gen X are
managerial revenue generators and Millennials are enthusiastic, entrepreneurial, and tech-obsessed.
There is of course, no singular generational experience; your affluence, your gender, your race, or your religion will all have a significant impact
on the way that you have experienced your life so far. We do, however, experience the same events, and the same socioeconomic processes,
even if our experience of them is different; whether you lived through a recession, and the age you were during it, has the power to influence
your attitude to spending and saving for the rest of your life.
A vital part of generational analysis is to understand the different types of change that are taking place within generational cohorts, and whether
these changes are period, cohort or age effects.

Period Effect
A period effect is a change which occurs at a particular time, affecting all age groups and cohorts uniformly. A sudden economic
boom or bust, which changes behaviour in relation to consumption, and which is evenly experienced across age groups, would
be an example of a period effect.

Cohort Effect
A cohort effect is a change which characterises populations born, or perhaps coming of age, at a particular point in time, but
which is independent of the process of ageing, and one that is not experienced uniformly; historical events can have outsize
effects on members of a particular generation, particularly if they take place during a time when a generation is forming opinions,
or when habits are developing.

Age Effect
An age effect is a change which occurs among all cohorts independently of time period, as each cohort grows older. For
example, it is sometimes asserted that people become more socially conservative as they get older.
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In exploring the types of events that can shape an entire generation’s attitudes and values, we’ve touched on war and economic boom and
bust, but in the summer of 2020 we find ourselves in the midst of an historic event the likes of which society has not encountered for 100 years. Our
recent analysis of Generation Z has made clear the impact COVID-19 has had on younger people today, and we can hypothesise that these
events are likely to have an impact on the attitudes and values of consumers well after the worst of the biological and economic outcomes of
the pandemic are behind us.
But how have we gotten here, and what can we learn about the future, and in particular, what are the likely long-term effects of the pandemic
on consumer attitudes and behaviours.
To find out, we have carried out quantitative generational analysis in hindsight, following cohorts of consumers over time in order to understand
how attitudes to work, to leisure, and to politics have changed within and across generational cohorts over time. Our perspective encompasses
30 years of change and our evidence base combines Trajectory data with that of the British Social Attitudes survey and the World Values Survey
(which benefits from a data set covering the past 40 years).
This report will look back at the way in which generations in the UK have been shaped in the last 30 years – of economic boom and bust, of political
consensus and conflict, and of cultural war and peace – developing an understanding of the relative influence that cohort, age and period effect
have had on consumer attitudes, before speculating about the possible long-term impacts on today’s generational cohorts.
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Period Effects
Period effect refers to the acute effects of ‘events’ as opposed to ‘contexts’, on generational groups. Cohort effect and period effect are not
easily delineated, but the difference lies in the temporal nature of the phenomena that affect a generational group. If cohort effect referred to
the impact of decades living under the threat of nuclear war, period effect would refer to the acute impact of the threat being realised or abated.
The data used in this report is sourced from three years in time; 1990, 2009 and 2020, with each year shaping the attitudes and values of the
generational cohorts living through them.

1990

2009

2020

•Serving Prime Minister: John Major.
•As Generation X joined the workforce and as the Silent Generation prepared
to leave it - both rated work as
extremely important. Indeed work
seemed a more exciting, rewarding and
creative experience than it had been
before. For both Gen X and the Silent
Generation, friends and family were also
of the highest importance across
generations.
•The two generations also felt a similar
degree of control over their lives;
however this was a high point for Gen X
who felt increasingly less in control of
their lives as the years wore on.
•Politics have become more important
to Generation X over the last thirty
years. One in four people in both
generations believed that the
government should provide for
everyone. After 1990 that proportion
declined among successive
generations.

•Serving Prime Minister: Gordon Brown.
•In January of 2009, Barack Obama
became the President of the United
States. It was also the year of an
expenses scandal among
parliamentarians.
•Despite this, less than half of the Boomer
generation and less than a third of
Generation Y felt that politics was
important to them.
•In the twenty years between 1990 and
2009, Britain developed a much more
liberal outlook with a noticeably more
accepting approach to homosexuality
and – to a lesser extent – abortion; these
two decades marked a real step
change.
•Some traditional attitudes endured – for
example, there was unanimity among
Generation Y and Boomers on the vital
importance of friends and family.

•Serving Prime Minister: Boris Johnson.
•Across thirty years, the one constant has
been the importance of leisure. It has
varied by only a few percentage points
across both the decades and the
generations. What we mean by leisure
may have varied but its value is
undimmed.
•By 2020 work has lost some of its
importance – among Generation X less
than 70% describe their jobs as either
important or very important. The
pattern is for successive generations to
place less and less importance on work.
•In 1990 unemployment was climbing
and had reached 7.5% by the end of
the year. In 2009, unemployment was
7.8% at the end of the year but in early
2020 it was only 3.9% and had been
trending downwards for several years.
This is likely to have made
unemployment seem less of a threat,
especially among those too young to
remember the early 1980s when
unemployment peaked at 11.9%.
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Cohort Effects
A cohort effect is a change which characterises populations born, or perhaps coming of age, at a particular point in time, but which is
independent of the process of ageing. For example, it is suggested that rationing in the UK in World War II made those who grew up in that period
become more thrifty than other generations.
Each of the generations outlined here has experienced life, and the lifecourse differently. For the Baby Boomers, World War might have been
something their parents told them about from first-hand experience, while for Gen Z and Gen Y, ‘experience’ of the era is limited to what they’ve
learned in school, through the process of remembrance, or through media. Similarly, experiencing recession as a young child, as an adolescent,
or as a parent, will have significantly different impacts. These differences are what give each generational group their own distinct characteristics.

Baby Boomers
•
•
•
•

•
•

Work, family and friends are the pillars of life for Boomers. For Generation X these factors are less important – markedly so in the
case of friends. Many Boomers are now engaged in caring for grandchildren, reflecting the primacy of family in their lives.
When Boomers entered the workplace in the 1980s, about half of them felt they had a high degree of choice and control in their
lives. Thirty years on the proportion is almost identical.
Many Boomers are retiring in good health and with good pensions which may explain their healthy sense of autonomy; by
comparison Generation X have experienced a sharp drop.
Boomers are slightly less engaged with politics compared to the next youngest generation. As people get older they tend to start
behaving more conservatively (and voting Conservative) but the data shows that Boomers have been identifying less with the
Tories over the thirty year stretch from 1983 to 2010.
This is despite the fact that Boomers are more likely to believe that people should provide for themselves with the state playing a
minor role.
Boomers have become more liberal over time with a growing proportion more tolerant of homosexuality and, to a lesser extent,
abortion.
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Generation X

•
•
•
•
•

Compared to their Boomer predecessors, Generation X feel that work is less central to life. It didn’t start out this way – when
Generation X entered the workplace in the 1990s, over 90% felt that work was important or very important, but that proportion
has dwindled to 69% this year.
Politics have become more important to Generation X in the last three decades and in the same period their sense of being in
control and of having choices has declined.
It’s likely that the two are linked and consequently this generation now takes more interest in the decisions made in Westminster,
Cardiff and Edinburgh.
Between 1990 and 2020, Gen X have come to think differently about the social contract with a growing proportion believing that
individuals should be responsible for themselves.
This generation have become markedly more liberal with regard to homosexuality

Millennials / Generation Y

•
•
•
•

This generation value family, friendships, and leisure as much as the previous generation – there’s surprisingly little variance
between the two.
Work declines in importance with this group compared to the previous one although the difference is quite small. As they left
education and entered work, they felt a higher degree of control than the generations that came before and after them,
despite the lingering impact of the 2008 banking crisis.
When they came of age, Generation Y were less engaged by politics than other generations. This is despite their attitude to the
social contract – in 2009, only 6% of this group felt that government had a responsibility to provide for everyone.
They feel strongly that individuals should provide for themselves and at the same time feel that cheating on tax is unacceptable.
Their rectitude on paying their fair share in tax is similar to that of the Boomers.
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Generation Z

•

•
•
•
•

While Y and X place similar importance on friends and family, Generation Z are outliers who rank their closest relationships as less
important. This is despite the fact that they are much more likely than previous generations to feel comfortable talking to their
parents about things that matter to them.
As they reach the age at which they transition from education to work, this group place less importance on jobs than their
parents did at the same age, possibly because other, longer-term, factors such as climate change loom larger in the
consciousness of this group.
That focus on longer term threats may explain why this generation is much more engaged by politics that previous generations.
They have also been reaching maturity at a time when philosophical divides between the principal parties have been much
greater than in previous decades.
Gen Z differ from the previous generation as they are more likely to support state intervention – this may explain why a third of this
generation identify with Labour.
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Age Effects
Family and friends – Over the past thirty years, family and friends were of paramount importance to people aged 18 to 24. However Generation
Z have bucked the trend with only eight in ten saying that family is important to them in 2020 (that compares to 100% among the previous
generation). Generation Z face a different transition from the family home to the outside world with many staying at home well into their early
twenties. Their confinement within the family home – and the sheer familiarity with family – may deaden their feelings in a way that was less
marked in previous generations. Friends are also relatively less important to today’s 18 to 24 year olds than those of the same age ten and twenty
years ago. Among older consumers (45 to 60) the importance of friends and family is more consistent across the last thirty years.

Source: World Value Survey/European Values Survey/Optimism Index

Work and Play – In 1990, Margaret Thatcher left Downing Street and Generation X entered the workplace. They went into work with a belief in its
central importance in life; over 90% believed it was either important or very important. 1990 also marked the end of several years of growth; a
period in which graft and enterprise were celebrated. In 2020, less than four fifths of 18 to 24 year olds feel that work is important or very important.
They are likely to have been influenced by their parents – among Generation X only 69% now say that work is important. Over time, older workers
have become increasingly likely to say that work is less important to them. At the same time, the importance of leisure among younger consumers
has remained robust, with importance of leisure only falling within modern Gen Xers – importance has fallen by 3% in this group in 30 years.
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Source: World Value Survey/European Values Survey/Optimism Index
Autonomy – Historically younger people have felt themselves to have greater choice and more control than their parents did – they certainly
have more options and less responsibilities as they start out on adult life. However, in 2020 there has been a sharp drop in the autonomy that
Generation Z feel they have (although this must be seen in the context of our times). While their Generation X parents have also felt a loss of
control, it has not been as marked. The proportion of British people who feel that they have little control over their lives has always been quite
small but in the last two years the proportion has trebled due to greater uncertainty over Britain’s future course.

Source: World Value Survey/
European Values Survey/
Optimism Index
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Individual versus collective responsibility – Over the last thirty years the proportion of young people who believe that the state should provide for
everyone has nearly halved. At the same time a growing number feel that individuals should take responsibility for their own lives. This is manifest
in growing interest in self-employment and entrepreneurialism. Among older workers, a third feel that individuals should provide for themselves –
the same proportion as thirty years ago.

Source: World Value Survey/European Values Survey/Optimism Index
Political Engagement – Younger people tend to be less engaged by politics than their elders. That pattern still holds true but in the last thirty years
a growing number of people – of all ages – have described themselves as having a high interest in politics. In 1990 less than one in five 18 to 24
year olds described themselves as being highly interested. This year more the proportion is greater than one in four. Those aged 45 to 60 are also
increasingly engaged.

Source: World Value Survey/European Values Survey/Optimism Index

Source: British Social Attitudes/Optimism Index
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Trends, Generations, and the Impact of the Pandemic
At the outset of this report, we highlighted the historical nature of 2020, and in particular, the nature of the coronavirus pandemic, as a
phenomenon that is likely to shape the attitudes and behaviours of generations for decades. The pandemic itself will have both period and cohort
effects; we’ve all locked down, but the very young and the very old have perhaps had more particular experiences, missing school, or shielding
entirely from the outside world.
In this section, we refer to our post-pandemic analysis; an assessment of consumer trends that are particularly affected by COVID-19. A more
thorough analysis of these trends can be found here. Of course, consumer change is driven by a broader set of trends than the ones outlined
below, but in this section we focus on the trends that have been subject to the most change by the pandemic and the measures taken to mitigate
its effects.
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Dominant Trends
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Advancing Trends
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Slowed Trends
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Arrested Trends
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Implications: Progressive Values and Political Brands
While the emergence of political brands has been arrested by the pandemic, the unambiguous growth in political engagement, across both
time – individual generations becoming more engaged over time – and from generation to generation – with each generation more interested
than the one before it – illustrates just how significantly the environment surrounding politics has changed. Where once, a brand could keep its
head down and attempt to remain apolitical, today, political passivity is an almost impossible tightrope to walk.

As political engagement has risen over time - and as over a quarter of Generation Z state they have a
high level of interest in politics - there is an opportunity for brands to align themselves with movements
and campaigns. The marketing community is aware of the value of associating their brand with social
issues.
Marc Pritchard — Global Chief Brand Officer, Procter & Gamble: “Nine out of ten people actually say that they feel better about a brand when
it takes a social or environmental stance. More than half of people are making choices on brands based on shared values and more than half
of people from Gen Z all the way to boomers really expect brands to take a stand on societal issues.”
For brands to successfully align around social or political values they need to be sincere and to commit for the long term. Stella McCartney’s
fashion brand has strongly-held values around veganism and sustainability that have always been core to the business; something that gives the
brand authenticity. Other fashion brands – many acutely conscious of their industry’s contribution to waste and emissions – are talking more
about sustainability. The luxury label Gabriela Hirst has committed to recycling deadstock and to avoid using virgin materia ls by 2022.
As part of their Go+ loyalty scheme, Shell promise that motorists can “drive carbon neutral” as the emissions from the petrol they buy are offset
by carbon credits purchased on their behalf.
A number of brands have lent their public support to Black Lives Matter. Not all of these
associations have been successful. In 2017, Pepsi ran a commercial featuring Kendall Jenner
handing out cans of the drink during a protest march. This drew an instant and visceral
reaction on social media. The ad was accused of co-opting and trivialising the Black Lives
Matter movement and was subsequently withdrawn. Pepsi apologised.
That Pepsi ad has come back into the public consciousness in the aftermath of George
Floyd’s death in May 2020. Other brands are trying – more successfully, and more delicately,
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to align themselves with the Black Lives Matter movement.
Since the 1930s, Mercedes racing cars have been painted silver. For the 2020
season the cars are painted black with Team Principal Toto Wolff stating that
the “livery is a public pledge to take action”. Mercedes driver Lewis Hamilton –
a prominent supporter of Black Lives Matter – thanked the board of Mercedes
for taking the time to understand his experiences of racism and for; “…making
this important statement that we are willing to change and improve as a
business.” Mercedes F1 accepts that it needs to improve as an employer. The
British-based team has a workforce that is 97% white and 88% male.
For political engagement to work, brands have to commit for the long term. That means understanding if values held by consumers are
enduring or are more fleeting.

HSBC’s We Are Not an Island campaign was perceived by many as an
attempt to connect with a younger (and generally pro-remain) audience.
The creative agency behind the ads, Wunderman Thompson, described their
challenge as; “…revitalising the brand and inspiring audiences to reconsider
HSBC UK as a brand with values they share.” Wunderman describe the ads
as “daring” but not being about Brexit. Instead they are about; “..being
quintessentially British and inescapably international.” Which doesn’t seem
that daring… The important thing is that the campaign has endured and has
been successful; Wunderman claim that the number of people switching to
HSBC has increased by 140%.

Gillette, a brand that had previously reeked of locker-room testosterone, changed tack in responding to the Me Too movement in 2019 by
creating a video to launch their; “the best men can be” tag line which replaced the long-running; “the best a man can get.” The reaction was
polarised with Bernice King (daughter of Martin Luther King) tweeting; “…it’s not anti-male, it’s pro-humanity” while Piers Morgan commented
that Gillette was trying to; “…fuel the current pathetic global assault on masculinity.” The campaign sought to project values that align closely
with the views of the Generation Z cohort as they start out on an adult life of razor purchasing. By accurately reflecting the attitudes of their
youngest consumers, both Gillette and HSBC have an opportunity to build loyalty over the long-term. As Morgan himself said, “I’ve been using
Gillette razors my entire adult life.”
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Conclusions
If we had created this report in 2019, the relative importance of period (compared to age and cohort) would have been less. As it is, 2020 is an
exceptional year and consequently period effect is the most significant factor across a number of dimensions. The pandemic a nd the imminent
recession will significantly influence attitudes towards work, family life, autonomy and the role of the state. Liberal values and the importance of
leisure will be less impacted by current events.
Trajectory have previously commented that there is a relationship between government spending and consumer opinion on whether the
responsibility for providing lies with the state or with the individual. Period effect tends to dictate consumer sentiment on individual versus state
responsibility. It’s natural that, in 2020, British people look to the government for support and recognise that additional spending is required.

Generation Z have been brought up differently as children – they are closer to their parents than
previous generations and have greater influence over household decisions. They have had a different
parenting experience and that may explain why they rate family as less important; Generation Z may
take a warm and supportive family environment for granted in a way that older generations do not.
Therefore messaging needs to reflect that Gen Z view family differently to their predecessors.
Liberal values have been affected by the period (if we define period quite widely). Generation X show how significantly attitudes have
changed; in 1990, 35% thought that homosexuality was “never justifiable” – an unfortunate phrase that is a relic of the way in which this topic
was thought about in the 1980s. By 2018 that proportion had shrunk to 11%.
Shortly, corporations will have a workforce composed of Generations Z, Y and X in roughly equal proportion. Each have different expectations
of work and are motivated by different things. Many employers understand that the importance of work as part of life is grad ually declining.
The newest employees – Gen Z – feel this keenly and may need to be motivated and engaged in a different way to their elders. It is unlikely
that the same set of employment policies will appeal across all groups.
Corporate social responsibility is becoming a more broadly defined issue. CSR is coming to encompass how a company treats its workforce
(Amazon’s current advertising campaign featuring staff in its distribution centres is a vivid illustration of this). With younger cohorts used to a
warmer, less authoritarian, teaching and parenting style, companies need to consider how younger workers are best managed and motivated.
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In 2020 the sense of being in control has evaporated – only a third of Gen X and Gen Z feel in control of their lives. This is a function of the
period. Brands that are sensitive to this may offer simpler choices and re-engineer products and services to provide a perception of regaining
control. By way of an example, early in the lockdown, Sainsbury’s limited product ranges4 to prioritise the availability of essential items –
something that also simplified choice. This was helpful at a time when people shopped for groceries less often but bought more items when
they did.
The influence of age is made more complex by shifting lifestages. As lifestages are delayed or, in some cases, repeated, age becomes a less
reliable indicator of attitude. Today’s retirees – still mainly Boomers – retain youthful behaviours for longer. Retirement doesn’t necessarily mean
donning a beige cardigan and spending extended periods at an allotment. Instead retirement is a period for travel and new experiences
(funds permitting). Retiring Boomers can have similar attitudes to Generation X and Y about how to live life.

Which has the greatest influence on changing attitudes? Age, cohort or period? In 2020 that answer is skewed towards
period. Of the factors we track, the one constant is the value of leisure. We’d expect that to remain vital to most.
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For more information, please contact us at the following places:
Online: www.trajectorypartnership.com
E-mail: signal@trajectorypartnership.com
Twitter: @TrajectoryTweet
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